
HRC-I Gain CorretionJennifer Posson-Browna and Vinay KashyapaaHarvard-Smithsonian CfA, 60 Garden St, Cambridge, MA, USAABSTRACTWe study the gain variations in the HRC-I over the duration of the Chandra mission. We analyze alibrationobservations of ARLa obtained yearly at the nominal aimpoint and at 20 o�set loations on the detetor.We show that the gain is delining, and that the time dependene of the gain an be modeled generally as alinear derease in PHAs. We desribe the spatial and temporal harateristis of the gain deline and disussthe reation of time-dependent gain orretion maps. These maps are used to onvert PHAs to PI hannels,thereby removing spatial and temporal dependene, and allowing soure pulse-height distributions to be ompareddiretly regardless of observation date or loation on the detetor.Keywords: Chandra, HRC-I, gain orretion1. INTRODUCTIONRegular monitoring of both the HRC-I and the HRC-S have shown that there exists a steady deline of thegain sine the launh of the Chandra observatory.1,2 The gain deline takes the form of a shift in the pulseheight amplitude (PHA) pro�les of observed soures to lower detetor hannels, and is expeted to our as theumulative dosage on the MCPs inreases.3Gain monitoring serves as a proxy for the health of the HRC instruments. It is therefore neessary to establisha baseline behavior of the gain drop so that departures from it an be deteted quikly. Here we desribe theharateristis of the spatial and temporal gain orretions on the HRC-I, and develop tools that an also beapplied to the HRC-S (Posson-Brown et al, in preparation).Furthermore, the low bakground, large �eld-of-view, and the omparatively high oversampling of the ChandraPSF provided by the HRC-I makes it an attrative instrument for large area surveys. The main hindrane tothis type of usage is the poor spetral resolution of the miro-hannel plate detetors. However, while poor,the detetors are apable of suÆient spetral disrimination to allow rude estimates of the spetral shape viahardness ratios and quantile-width diagrams.4 In order to failitate suh usage, it is neessary to alibrate thePHA values suh that any spatial and temporal variations are aounted for.1.1 Pre-Flight Gain CalibrationThe HRC-I gain response was measured during pre-ight ground alibration with a series of at �eld maps atsix energies spanning 183� 6404 eV. Gain maps were reated for eah energy by alulating the median PHAvalue for the events over the detetor in half-tap (128 x 128 pixels) bins. Eah map was then normalized by themean value in its entral 19 area, thus generating, in its reiproal, a multipliative gain orretion map, designedto modify the o�-axis PHAs to math the PHAs in the enter of the detetor and thus reate \pulse invariant"(PI) pulse height units. Finally, these normalized orretion maps were averaged to reate a single \pre-ightgain map" for the detetor.5 This gain orretion map is available in the Chandra Calibration Database as the�le$CALDB/data/handra/hr/bf/gain/hriD1998-10-30gainN0002.fitsOn Otober 4, 1999, shortly after launh, the voltage on the HRC-I MCP was lowered. A series of alibrationobservations of ARLa were arried out at the aimpoint and 20 o�set loations at both the high and the newight voltage settings to determine any hanges to the gain.Further author information: (Send orrespondene to J.P.B.)J.P.B.: E-mail: jpossonbrown�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 495 7025V.K.: E-mail: vkashyap�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 495 7173



We omputed a new gain orretion map for the ight voltage settings based on these observations,5 followinga proess whih will be disussed in x5.1. This map is available in the Chandra CALDB as the gain orretionmap for ight voltage observations:�$CALDB/data/handra/hr/bf/gain/hriD1999-10-04gainN0003.fitsHere, we derive gain orretion maps at the ight voltage that orret for both spatial and temporal variationsin the gain. We desribe the observations used to derive the new gain orretion maps in x2, and the dataredution steps in x3. Charateristis of the PHA temporal deline are disussed in x4, and the time dependentgain maps are omputed in x5. Finally, we disuss our analysis in x6 and summarize our results in x7.2. OBSERVATIONSIn order to monitor the gain response of the HRC-I, yearly alibration observations are taken of ARLa (Ta-ble 1) at 21 loations on the detetor ((Ysim; Zsim) = (00; 00); (00;�20); (�20; 00); (�20;�20); (00;�40); (�40; 00);(00;�60); (�60; 00); and (�100;�100)). The observations in eah yearly set are done suessively, or, if this isnot possible (due to an interruption suh as a radiation shut-down), they are done as losely together as pos-sible. Eah observation is nominally 1 ks long; however, e�etive observation times may be shorter beause ofbakground ares. Table 1. ARLa stellar parametersParameter ValueOther Names HR8448 / HD 210334 / RXJ2208.6+4544 / HIP109303(RA,De)ICRS2000:0 (22:08:40.818, +45:44:32.12)mV; B � V 6:13; 0:72Distane 42� 47 pSpetral Type G2IV/K0IV (RSCVn)MV 3.5/3.3Masses 1.3/1.3 M�Radii 1.8/3.1 R�Ephemeris 1:98316d ; onjuntion � 2445611:6290 HJDAfter the operating voltage of the HRC-I was lowered on 4 Otober 1999 (see x1.1), we have obtained 8 setsof ARLa observations at the urrent (low) voltage. These observations were arried out in Otober 1999 (A01), Deember 1999 (AO 1), Deember 2000 (AO 2), January 2002 (AO 3), February 2003 (AO 4), November2004 (AO 5), Otober 2005 (AO 6), and September 2006 (AO 7).3. DATA REDUCTIONA pulse height amplitude (PHA) is assigned to eah event based on the total harge olleted by the ross-gridharge detetor (CGCD) of the HRC-I and is reorded in the Level 1 event lists. We monitor the gain responseby traking the median PHA over time at eah of the 21 observation loations. In all ases, we �rst redue thedata with CIAO (v3.4; CALDB v3.3), following the HRC Data Preparation analysis guidey and analyze the datawith pre-pakaged and ustom-built IDL routines (e.g., PINTofALE6).We extrat soure events from an 800x800 box entered on the nominal observation loation in hip oordi-nates. Bakground is estimated by olleting the events in the same loation, but from the 20 other observationsarried out in that yle. The bakground ounts thus aumulated are normalized by their appropriate exposuretimes prior to subtrating them from the ounts aumulated at the soure loation. The median values of thesoure PHA spetrum are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations.z�Note that the date enoded in the �lename, 4 Otober 1999, marks the beginning of the alibration program to obtaindata at di�erent voltage settings. Therefore, for any observations arried out at the high voltage setting after this date,the gainfile parameter in hr proess events must be manually and expliitly set to use the pre-ight gain orretionmap.yhttp://x.harvard.edu/iao/guides/hr data.htmlzFor eah detetor hannel, the posterior probability distribution of the soure intensity is omputed, taking into



4. CHARACTERISTICS OF PHA DECLINEThe median PHAs, alulated as desribed in x3, are shown in Figure 1 as a funtion of observation loation. Thegain response dereases steadily and monotonially at all the monitored loations, as evidened by the onsistentlowering of the median PHAs. (But note the large drop in median PHA at the aimpoint between Deember 1999and Deember 2000.) The errors on the medians are typially � 1 hannel.

Figure 1. Median PHAs for HRC-I ARLa observations. The bakground subtrated median PHAs are plotted in a vertialrow for all observations at a given loation, for data obtained during di�erent yles, all at the low voltage setting. Datafrom di�erent yles are marked with di�erent point types (see legend). The statistial errors on the medians are typially� 1 hannel. Note that the median PHAs drop monotonially.With the exeption of the aimpoint, the time dependent derease in the median PHAs at all the loations areall well-�t by straight lines. Even the data from the aimpoint an be well-�t by a straight line after Deember2000. It is apparent that the aimpoint underwent an as yet unexplained stressing that resulted in a large gaindrop soon after the voltage was lowered. With that exeption, the gain drop is well-�t as a linear derease atall loations and at all times. Furthermore, the best-�t slopes are roughly equal for all ases (exluding thefour pointings at 14:140 o�-axis), indiating that the rate of gain deline is relatively uniform aross the detetor(Figure 2). 5. TIME DEPENDENT GAIN CORRECTIONIn order to alulate time-independent pulse invariant (PI) values, we arry out two stages of orretions toPHA(~x,t) . (Here ~x denotes loation on the detetor and t denotes observation start time.) Sine the gaindeline is linear in time and similar in rate at all monitored loations (see Figure 2), we separate the variablesand ompute the spatial and temporal gain orretions independently. At eah observation epoh, the rawaount the measured bakground.7 Soure ounts realizations are repeatedly drawn from this distribution and themedian is omputed at eah iteration. The average value of the medians obtained from suh Monte Carlo simulations isreported as the median PHA and the standard deviation of the sample as the 1� errors on it.



Figure 2. Uniformity of gain deline aross the HRC-I. The best-�t slopes from the linear �ts to the median PHAs areshown for eah loation. The average of the slopes (negleting the four pointings at 14:140 o�axis) is shown as the dottedhorizontal line. To a �rst approximation, exluding the far o�axis loations, the gain deline is uniform aross the detetor.PHA(~x,t) are multiplied by a non-linear gain orretion surfae g(~xjt) that arries out a \at-�elding" of theraw PHA values, i.e., at eah epoh the PHA at loation ~x are transformed to what the PHA are at the aimpointloation. After this \at-�elding", the PHA are no longer a funtion of ~x, and thus will be denoted PHA(~0jt).A time dependent orretion, TC(t) is then applied to PHA(~0jt) to transform them to PI, whih are e�etivelythe same as the PI values as on Otober 1999, when the HRC-I ight voltages were reset. Thus,PI = PHA(~x; t) � g(~xjt) � TC(t)� PHA(~0jt) � TC(t) (1)The time-dependent gain orretion is urrently implemented via a series of gain orretion maps, eah ofwhih inlude the e�ets of both g(~xjt) and TC(t) for spei� epohs. This solution is the least disruptive ofexisting CALDB and CIAO programs and data strutures. Work on produing a more elegant implementation,e.g., via a funtional orretion, is ongoing.5.1 Spatial CorretionsWe orret for the spatial variations in gain response by reating a series of 7 orretion maps g(~xjt), one fromeah AO. (We used the De 99 dataset when reating the AO1 map.) We ompute them as modi�ations of thehigh-resolution gain orretion map gLAB(~x) originally derived during ground alibration:5 a orretive fator is determined at eah pointing, a smooth surfae is �t to these orretive fators, and the gain orretion mapat that epoh is derived as g(~xjt) = gLAB(~x) � (~xjt) (2)This proedure preserves the high spatial-frequeny information present in the lab alibration data, while a-ounting for the gross hanges that have ourred in the gain sine launh.



Figure 3. Mathing the o�set spetrum with the aimpoint spetrum to derive a orretive fator for the gain map.The �gure shows the ase of the spetrum from the January 2002 ARLa observation at an o�set pointing of (�60; 00)(dotted blue histogram) ompared to the aimpoint spetrum (dashed blak histogram). The spetra are of the quantitiesgLAB(~x) � PHA(~x; t). A orretion fator is determined by imposing a multipliative orretive fator on the gain untilthe two spetra math eah other (solid red histogram; PHALAB(~x; t),  = 0:875). The mathing is done over PHAvalues braketed by the vertial dotted lines. Also shown on the plots as short vertial bars at the top are the loations ofthe medians of the spetra, in the same style as the orresponding histograms. Note that the o�-axis spetra have beennormalized to the same number of ounts as the aimpoint spetrum.The orretive fators  are omputed by a diret omparison of the spetra at di�erent pointings to theaimpoint spetrum. First, the PHA(~x,t) are randomized within eah bin to avoid aliasing e�ets, and then theputative spatially gain-orreted PHAs are omputed asPHALAB(~x; t) = PHA(~x; t) � gLAB(~x) : (3)These modi�ed PHAs are binned into spetra f(PHA), and the best-�t value of  that results in the bestmath between f( � PHALAB(~x; t)) and f(PHALAB(aim; t)) is determined via a grid-searh algorithm ( =0:7 : 1:2 : 0:004) that minimizes the �2 value between the two funtions. We limited the omparison to valuesmedian(PHALAB(0; t))� 60 to minimize the e�ets of any lingering bakground ounts and outliers. We deter-mine errors by Monte Carlo bootstrapping, generating di�erent realizations of the ounts in eah bin as Poissondeviations for both spetra 1000 times and reomputing the best-�t in eah ase. An example of this proess isshown in Figure 3.For eah epoh, the orretive fators  at eah of the 21 pointings are alulatedx as desribed above. Next,we use them to interpolate a minimum urvature surfae at all loations over the detetor to obtain the orretivesurfae (~xjt). This is multiplied by the high-resolution gain map gLAB(~x) to obtain the gain orretion mapg(~xjt) for the epoh (Equation 2).xBy de�nition,  = 1 at the aimpoint.



We test the gain orretion maps by independently applying g(~xjt) to the PHA(~x,t) values and omparingthe median(PHA(~0jt)) for all the datasets. The results are shown in Figure 4. As expeted, the medians foreah epoh are uniform, i.e., the gain orretion has removed the spatial dependene in the PHA(~x,t). Note thatthese maps are intermediate produts, and are not distributed within the alibration database.

Figure 4. Median \at-�elded" PHA values as a funtion of loation on the detetor, for all the ARLa observations. Thedashed lines show the best-�t line to eah set. Sine the spatial orretion is relative to the aimpoint at eah epoh, weexpet these lines to be horizontal; the slopes of these lines are statistially indistinguishable from 0. The thik vertialline in the upper left orner shows the typial �1� error on the medians. (Note that this is larger than the error on theraw PHA due to the unertainty in , typially � 1%.)5.2 Temporal CorretionHaving made orretion maps for the spatial non-uniformity of the detetor response, our next task is to orretfor the time-dependene in the gain deline. As desribed above, we seek to alulate the orretion as a funtionof time only, and then orret the gain orretion maps from eah epoh (g(~xjt), see x5.1) by multiplying withthis fator (see Equation 1). That is, we want to �nd a temporal orretion fator (TC) suh thatPI = PHA(~0jt)� TC(t) ; (4)where t is the time sine Otober 1999, and PI is the spatially and temporally invariant PHA (equivalent to theat-�eld PHA observed at the aimpoint in Otober 1999), and PHA(~0jt) are the \at-�eld" PHA values.In order to determine TC(t) we proeed as follows. We �rst �t lines to the medians of the spatially orretedPHA spetra, median(PHA(~0jt)) = m � t + b ; (5)for eah observation loation separately. This results in a set of 21 slopes m and interepts b. We exludethe Otober and Deember 1999 data from all the �ts (not just for the aimpoint data) beause the sharp non-linear drop in gain between Deember 1999 and Deember 2000 (see Figure 1) is now inorporated in PHA(~0jt)



(ompare Figures 1 and 4). The best-�t slopes are shown in Figure 5, and on�rm{ that the temporal dependenean be modeled as being uniform aross the detetor, with�m = mean(m) = �0:318� 0:014 hannel month�1 : (6)The average y-interept �b = mean(b) = 123:0� 1:6 hannel ; (7)orresponds to the expeted value of the median PI during the Otober 1999 observation if that dataset hadfollowed the linear trend established by the sueeding observations. The observed di�erene,� � median(PI jOt99)� �b = 12:29 : (8)Inluding Equations 5 and 8 in Equation 4, we get the form for the time orretion for the PHA,TC(t) = � �b+��m�t+�b t > 01 t = 0 (9)For the gain orretion maps from AO2 onwards, the fat that we are implementing the time orretion as astep funtion (with t orresponding to the observation date of the AR La set) is not problemati, sine the gainhange is happening slowly. However, for AO1, when the gain was hanging rapidly, a single time orretion isnot suÆient for the whole time period. This problem is illustrated in x6.1.

Figure 5. Best-�t slopes (with 1� errors) from linear �ts to the median spatially-orreted PHAs (exluding Ot andDe 99) for eah observation loation. The horizontal dashed line shows the average rate of deline.For eah epoh of observation t, we obtain the orresponding orretion fator TC(t), and multiply thepreviously derived \at-�elded" gain maps g(~xjt) to obtain the gain orretion map at eah epoh. These maps,one for eah of the 7 epohs, are the �nal produt of our analysis (Figure 6). They were implemented in theCALDB with release version 3.4.{Note that Figure 5 di�ers from Figure 2 in that the medians of the spatially-orreted PHAs are used rather thanthe medians of the raw PHAs.
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HRC-I Gain Correction Maps

Figure 6. Gain orretion maps, shown on a linear display sale from 0.85-3. The pre-ight gain orretion map gLAB(~x)is in the upper left orner. The subsequent time-dependent maps, with updates based on ARLa observations, are shownhronologially in lokwise order. 6. DISCUSSION6.1 Testing the New MapsTo test the new gain-orretion maps, we again return to the raw soure and bakground PHA values extratedfrom the ARLa Level 1 event lists (x3). We onvert the values to PI using the appropriate map, then �nd themedian bakground subtrated PI. Figure 7 shows the median PI values for eah AO as a funtion of observationloation on the detetor. Comparing this �gure to raw PHAs versus loation (Figure 1) and spatially-orretedPHAs versus loation (Figure 4), we an see that the new gain orretion maps have performed their task: thespatial and temporal dependenies from pulse-height values have been removed.For a more independent test of the newly-reated gain orretion maps, we use HRC-I alibration observationsof the white dwarf HZ 43 (RA = 13:16:21.853, De = +29:05:55.44 (FK5)) and the supernova remnant G21.5-0.9(RA = 18:33:32, De = -10:33.6 (FK5)). These soures serve as useful test sets beause they have been observedregularly sine launh, and therefore we have the opportunity to use eah of the time-dependent gain orretionmaps. In addition, sine these soures emit at di�erent energies than ARLa (peak at �60 eV for HZ 43 andreahing till �2 keV for G21.5, ompared to �3 keV for ARLa), they provide an opportunity to explore theenergy dependene (if any) of the gain orretion maps. (Unfortunately, we do not have multiple observationsof either of these soures at o�set loations, so we annot use them to test the performane of the new gainorretion maps away from the aimpoint.) We apply the appropriate gain-orretion map to the soure PHAvalues, onverting to PI, then �nd the median PI value. The observations taken before Deember 1999, to whihwe apply the AO1 map, are overorreted by approximately 10%, due to the insuÆieny of a onstant time-orretion over this period when the gain was hanging rapidly. However, the gain orretion maps work quitewell for the later data. Fitting the post-Deember 1999 medians as a funtion of time gives best �t slopes that



Figure 7. Median PI values of ARLa datasets, alulated using the new gain orretion maps, as a funtion of observationloation. The bold vertial bar at the left shows the typial �1� error on the medians, whih inludes the unertaintiesin  and TC(t), typially � 1% and � 2%, respetively. The horizontal dotted lines show linear least-squares �ts to datafor eah AO. The slopes are statistially onsistent with zero.are nearly at (�0:03� 0:04 hannels per month for HZ 43 and �0:02� 0:08 hannels per month for G21.5-0.9)indiating that the gain maps have suessfully removed the temporal dependene from the PIs.6.2 Correlation with DosageCumulative dosage maps for the HRC-I are made eah month by summing the Level 1 event lists from observationstaken that month to the previous month's dosage map. Beause the dosage is expeted to a�et the gain, weonsider the possibility that the gain deline at a given loation on the detetor (as evidened by the medianPHA drop at that point between Ot 99 and a later date) is orrelated with the umulative dosage that loationreeived. Surprisingly, we �nd that there is not a strong orrelation between gain deline and dosage. Forexample, the points at 14:140 o�-axis and the points at 40 o�-axis have reeived roughly the same amount ofdosage sine launh, 106 ounts, but the median PHAs in the �rst group have delined by about 12 hannels,while the median PHAs in the seond group have delined by � 30 hannels. It seems that areas of the detetorwhere the gain is higher (i.e. near the enter) experiene relatively larger gain drops than the low gain areas faro�axis. This pattern is seen in the HRC-S as well (Posson-Brown et al, in preparation).However, the dosage maps inlude only the telemetered events. The total event rate for HRC-I, prior toon-board vetoing, averages to �250 ts s�1.8 This rate is dominated by the partile bakground whih, unlikeX-ray events, is not onentrated at the aimpoint. Rather, it is very roughly uniform (to � 20%) aross thedetetor.9 This may explain why the gain deline does not orrespond as strongly to telemetered dosage as wemight expet.Based on lab measurements, we expet a gain deline of 10% after a partile uene of approximately6 � 107m�2,3 or 6 � 109 events (the detetor area is � 100m2). Estimating the average HRC total event



rate to be 250s�18 and the total ONTIME of the detetor thus far as 4:4 � 106 s gives � 1:1 � 109 ounts,kwell under the lab limit. Note though that this number is an underestimate, by a fator 2-3x, beause theHRC high-voltage (HV) is oasionally on even outside of the observation ONTIME (M. Juda & T. Isobe,private ommuniation). Nevertheless, the fat that we have already seen gain delines � 10% suggests thatthe orrelation of gain deline with dosage may be more omplex than expeted. We ontinue to investigate thisonnetion. 7. SUMMARYBy monitoring the bakground-subtrated median soure PHAs from AR La observations taken regularly at21 loations on the HRC-I, we have seen that the detetor gain has delined sine the beginning of the mission.At the aimpoint, the gain has dropped rapidly between Otober 1999 and Deember 2000, with the medianPHA falling by 17 hannels. Sine then, the gain has delined more slowly and linearly, with the median PHAhanging at an average rate of � �3:7 hannels per year at all monitored loations (exluding the four outermostpointings at 14:410 o�-axis, where the rate is � �1:4 hannels per year).To address this gain deline, we have made a series of time-dependent gain orretion maps by using theAR La observations to update the pre-ight gain map. We �rst derive a set of spatial orretions for eahyear by omparing the o�set to aimpoint AR La pro�les for that year. We then derive a time orretion as astep funtion of time, based on linear �ts to the spatially-orreted PHA values. The �nal gain orretion mapsremove the spatial and temporal dependenies from the resulting PI spetra, allowing for diret omparisonregardless of observation date or loation on the detetor. (Note, however, that aution should be used whendealing with observations taken between Otober 1999 and Deember 2000.)Surprisingly, the gain deline is not strongly orrelated with the telemetered HRC-I dosage. Even estimatingthe total HRC-I dosage to date does not explain the magnitude of gain deline seen. We onlude that orrelationof the gain deline with dosage is not as expeted, and ontinue to explore this relationship. We also ontinueto monitor the gain with regular observations of AR La, and investigate the possibility of a funtional gainorretion. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe authors thank Mihael Juda, Frank Primini, and Brad Wargelin for helpful disussion. This work wassupported by NASA ontrat NAS8-39073 to the Chandra X-ray Center.REFERENCES1. Posson-Brown, J., Donnelly, H., 2003, Evolution of PHA Response in the HRC (CXC Memo, available athttp://as.harvard.edu/al/Hr/gain.html)2. Pease, D., Drake, J., 2003, Monitoring the HRC-S Gain with the LETG/HRC-S (CXC Memo, available athttp://as.harvard.edu/al/Hr/gain.html)3. Juda, M., 2001, HRC Rates and High Solar Ativity (CXC Memo, available athttp://hea-www.harvard.edu/ juda/memos/hr bkg/high solar.html)4. Kashyap, V., Posson-Brown, J., 2005, HRC RMF (CXC Memo, available athttp://as.harvard.edu/al/Hr/RMF/)5. Wilton, C., Posson-Brown, J., Juda, M., Kashyap, V., 2005 The HRC-I Gain Map, Poster #9.10 at the 2005Chandra Calibration Workshop, available athttp://as.harvard.edu/w/proeedings/05 pro/presentations/wilton/6. Kashyap, V. & Drake, J.J., 2000, BASI 28, 4757. van Dyk, D.A., Connors, A., Kashyap, V.L., & Siemiginowska, A., 2001, ApJ, 548, 2248. Weisskopf, M.C., Brinkman, B., Canizares, C., Garmire, G., Murray, S., Van Speybroek, L.P., 2002, PASP,114, 19. Juda, M. et al, 2002, Proeedings of SPIE, 4851, 112kThis is larger than the numbers derived from the dosage maps, beause the latter inludes only events in the Level 1event lists, whereas the former is the total event rate prior to on-board vetoing.


